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Quantitative Coating Quality Measurement System

1. INTRODUCTION
RecorrQCQ is the system for anticorrosive coating testing, comprising measuring
device and associate software. Testing is performed using EIS (Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy) method in two modes. In Single point measurement,
impedance is measured at a single frequency of 0.1 Hz, relevant for determining
coating quality. In Spectrum measurement, a whole range of frequencies from 100
kHz down to 10 mHz could be covered, giving insight into electrochemical processes
leading to corrosion.
Measurements data are stored automatically, using format appropriate to import
data into Excel or any other data processing application for further analysis and
reporting.
In this document Recorr QCQ application for Windows operating system is
described. Version for the Android tablet is similar in functionality and user interface is
almost identical.
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2. INSTALLATION AND SETUP
To install the application start the enclosed

file. Standard installation

form, shown in Fig. 2.1 will be opened.

Fig. 2.1 Installation form

Subsequent forms offer installation options, like an installation folder. Default
options will be suitable for the majority of users.
After successful installation, the desktop icon and the Programs Menu group will be
created, as shown in Fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.2 Installed items
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To start the application, either double click the desktop icon or select the application
item from the RecorrQCQ Program Menu group. The main application window will be
opened, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
Before using the application, it is necessary to set up the sessions main folder,
which is the root folder of the data structure used by the application. Data organization
is described in chapter 4.1.1 on page 6. Sessions main folder should be set through
the Settings menu, which will open the dialogue shown in Fig. 2.3.

Fig. 2.3 Settings dialog

The

icon will open a standard windows folder selection dialogue, through which

the desired base folder can be created and selected. The selected folder is valid
immediately, determining the location where all subsequent measurements will be
stored. Application reinstallation will not affect folder setting.
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3. USER INTERFACE
Main application window is shown in Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 Main application window

Standard menu buttons at the title bar are used for minimizing, maximizing and
closing the application, which is also possible through the File->Exit menu. Window
may be resized by dragging the bottom right corner, and the application window may
be moved by clicking and dragging at any inactive window area.
The device connection status is shown at the top-right window area. Red indicator
means that the device is not connected, green means that the device is connected
and ready for measurement, and red-orange blinking means that the connection
attempt is in progress. Connect the device which is turned on, to the computer, with
the provided USB cable and click the

button to connect. If connecting the device

is successful, the connection status indicator will turn green, button will change to
(disconnect), and the status bar will display "Connected to QCQ" message.
The functionality is mostly performed through three side-by-side panels:
Measurement settings panel for setting measurement parameters, selecting the type
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of measurement and starting and stopping measurement, Measurement data panel for
displaying data graphically and numerically, and Measurements list panel for
manipulating measurements in an active session. Dragging vertical bar between
panels will resize consecutive panels. Fig. 3.2 shows an application window with
collapsed Measurement settings panel, making more space for displaying data, which
is useful for viewing and analyzing previously recorded data.

Fig. 3.2 Application window with collapsed left panel

At the bottom is the Status bar, used to present various status information.
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4. DEFINING AND PERFORMING MEASUREMENTS
4.1. Session management
4.1.1. Measurements data storage structure
Session is defined as a set of measurements, where each measurement, may
contain one single point measurement, one spectral data measurement and one
corrosion potential measurement recorded under a single name. A measurement
under single name needn’t contain all three types of measurements but may contain
just one or two types.
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 4.1 Creating and selecting session folder

The first step after starting the application should be setting the active session. Click
at the

button to open the standard Windows folder selection dialogue, as shown

in Fig. 4.1 a). After selecting the desired folder, click on the Select Folder button. To
create a new folder, right click at the right side of the dialogue where the folder list is
shown, then select New => Folder from the drop-down menu.
Warning: Other functionalities will be blocked until the session folder is chosen.
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The name of the selected folder will be shown in the read-only Session name field of
the application window, as shown in Fig. 4.1 b). Notice the red border around the
Measurement name field, indicating that the measurement name is not valid. Hoovering
the mouse cursor over the field will display the tooltip shown in Fig. 4.2, indicating the
valid entry for the corresponding field. The same applies to all settings.

Fig. 4.2 Measurement name tooltip

Fig. 4.1 b) shows the Measurement name field with a valid entry. If an opened
session contains previous measurements, all measurements will be opened and
shown in Measurement data and Measurements list panels, and the first measurement
from the list will be automatically selected. If there are no previous measurements, a
new measurement name should be entered.
In the file system, measurements are stored as files within the corresponding
session folder.

4.1.2. Measurement data format
Application native measurement data format is CSV (Comma Separated Values),
which is an ordinary text file, intended to be easily imported into Excel or any other
data processing application. Data fields are actually separated by a semicolon (“;”),
which is also a valid separator of the CSV file format. Numbers are stored using
Invariant culture representation, where decimal separator is a dot (“.”). Measurement
file contains both measurement settings and data.
Fig. 4.3 shows the data file in native format and imported into the Excel worksheet.
The first section contains common data: session and measurement name, notes and
selected current range. Single point section contains measurement settings,
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measured data and statistics (mean value and standard deviation). Similarly,
Spectrum section contains corresponding settings and measured data and Corrosion
potential section contains corrosion potential measurement settings and data.
Warning: Editing data file outside the RecorrQCQ application could corrupt file
formatting, rendering the file unusable.
Session:;Novo
Measurement:;050 mV
Notes:;
Date:;18/03/2019 13:20
Current range:;1-7;(10 nA - 10
mA)
Single point:
Eac / mV;50
Edc / mV;0
Points;5
Num;Z / Ω;ϕ / °
1;4.816386E+09;85.67
2;5.075932E+09;84.99
3;5.021080E+09;85.77
4;4.940637E+09;84.01
5;5.154925E+09;82.64
Mean:;5.002E+09;84.6
Stdev:;1.161E+08;1.2
Spectrum:
Eac / mV;50
Edc / mV;0
f max / Hz;100000
f min / Hz;0,1
Points per decade;5
f / Hz;Z / Ω;ϕ / °
1.00E+05;8.091446E+03;83.65
6.31E+04;1.277428E+04;84.69
3.98E+04;1.996395E+04;85.42
2.51E+04;3.124419E+04;85.89
1.58E+04;4.907018E+04;86.37
1.00E+04;7.706065E+04;86.56
. . .
Fig. 4.3 Sample data file

4.1.3. Storing and recalling data
Measurement data and settings are stored and updated automatically. The Data file
will be created and updated when the measurement is performed, i.e. at the moment
when measurement ends, either by finishing regularly or by hitting the Stop button.
The Data file will be also updated by altering the text in the Notes field.
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Data files are recalled by opening the session. All measurements data belonging to
the opened session are read into memory.

4.2. Measurement settings
All settings are performed in the Measurement settings (the leftmost) panel. They
are divided into common settings and settings for each measurement type.

4.2.1. Common settings
Besides the Session name and Measurement name, described in chapter 4.1.1, there
are Notes and Current range. Notes may contain the text of an arbitrary length, used to
describe measurement condition or comment results. Modified notes will be
immediately written to the corresponding data file.
The measuring instrument supports current ranges from 10 nA to 10 mA and is
capable to automatically select the best current range during measurement. The
Current range parameter defines the range that the instrument should use for
automatic current range selection. It is safest to leave the full current range selected,
but narrowing the current range could shorten the measurement process, especially
in the Single point measurement mode.
Warning: Disabling higher current ranges may cause current overload, leading to
erroneous results.
To adjust the current range, drag thumbs at the edges of the marked range. Hover
the mouse cursor over the thumb and when its shape changes to

, press the left

mouse button and drag the thumb to the new location, as shown in Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4 Current range selection

After releasing the left mouse button thumb position will be automatically adjusted
to the nearest current range.
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4.2.2. Single point measurement settings
Single point measurement settings are shown in Table 4-1. Besides parameter
name and unit of measure, an acceptable range of values is also shown.
Table 4-1 Single point measurement settings

Parameter

Unit

Range

Description

Eac

mV

[10 .. 250]

RMS (Root Mean Square) amplitude
of the applied sine

Edc
Points

mV
/

[-5000 .. 5000]

DC offset

[2 .. 10]

Number of repetitive measurements

Eac is defined as the RMS value of the applied sine wave voltage. For the sine
waveform, amplitude equals √2 times the RMS value, as shown in Fig. 4.5.

Fig. 4.5 Amplitude of excitation voltage

Setting the DC offset (Edc) to some non-zero value will simply add the offset to the
sine. E.g. for Edc = 500 mV and Eac = 50 mV, sine amplitude will vary between
approximately 430 mV and 570 mV.
The application will automatically prevent the start of the measurement if any
parameter has an illegal value. It is possible to move the cursor out of the field having
an illegal value, but it will not be possible to perform measurement until all errors are
corrected. Field having illegal value will get red border, as shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Fig. 4.6 Fields with illegal entry

Hoovering the mouse cursor over the erroneous field will display the tooltip showing
an acceptable range of values.

4.2.3. Spectrum measurement settings
Spectrum measurement settings are shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2 Spectrum measurement settings

Parameter

Unit

Range

Description

Eac

mV

[10 .. 250]

RMS (Root Mean Square) amplitude
of the applied sine

Edc

mV

[-5000 .. 5000]

DC offset

fmax

Hz

(fmin .. 100000]

Starting frequency

fmin

Hz

[0.01 .. fmax)

Ending frequency

[2 .. 10]

Points per decade

PPD

/

Eac and Edc have the same meaning as in the Single point measurement mode.
Frequencies fmax and fmin determine the frequency range where impedance will be
measured. The highest frequency the device is capable of providing is 100 kHz and
the lowest is 10 mHz. Notice that low frequency measurements will take considerable
time, e.g. for measuring one point at 10 mHz, at least one period, i.e. 100 s is needed.
Parameter PPD determines the number of points per frequency decade. Frequencies
are scanned logarithmically, which means that e.g. for measurement between 10 kHz
and 1 Hz and five points per decade, a total of 21 points will be measured (five for
each of the four decades + one last point at the lowest frequency).
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4.2.4. Corrosion potential measurement settings
Corrosion potential measurement settings are shown in Table 4-3.
Table 4-3 Corrosion potential measurement settings

Parameter

Unit

Range

Description

Ts

s

[1 .. Td/10;100]

Sampling interval

Td

s

[10∙Ts .. ∞]

Sampling duration

Corrosion potential is measured using the OCV method (Open Circuit
Voltammetry). Voltage is measured every Ts seconds during the time interval Td.

4.3. Performing the measurements
To start a measurement all settings should be correct and the instrument
connected. The type of measurement that will be performed is determined by the
selected tab: If the Single point tab is selected, single point measurement mode will be
performed, etc.
Clicking on the

button will start measurement. If the measurement of the same

name and type already exists, a confirmation dialogue will be shown, asking the user
to confirm the replacement of the existing measurement. When the measurement
starts, the button icon will change to

, indicating that the measurement in progress

can be stopped. All controls in the Measurement settings panel but the stop button will
be disabled during measurement. Estimated measurement duration and remaining
time are shown, as well as current frequency, number of points and the progress bar.
Measured points are shown at the Measurement data panel, both graphically and
numerically, depends whether Bode plot or Data table tab is selected. The application
window with spectrum measurement in progress is shown in Fig. 4.7., and for
corrosion potential measurement in Fig. 4.8.
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Fig. 4.7 Spectrum measurement in progress

Fig. 4.8 Corrosion potential measurement in progress
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4.4. Displaying the data
Measurement data panel is used for displaying the data during measurements and
later analysis. It consists of three tabs for viewing data graphically and numerically.

4.4.1. Bode plot
The Bode plot is a graph of the frequency response of a system, consisting of
magnitude and phase plot. Bode plot tab containing plot of the barrier coating sample
is shown in Fig. 4.9.

Fig. 4.9 Bode plot

log(f) is shown at the x-axis is, log(Z) is shown at the left y-axis is and the negative
phase angle is shown at the right y-axis. The above plot contains both single point and
spectrum measurements, having different marker symbols, as shown in the legend
above the plot. A vertical red-green bar at 0.1 Hz denotes the coating quality. If the Z
value at 0.1 Hz is inside the green area, the quality of the tested coating is good.
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Dielectric loss tangent, tan δ may be displayed by checking the tan(δ) checkbox, as
shown in Fig. 4.10. The legend and the right y-axis title are changed correspondingly.

Fig. 4.10 Bode plot with tan(δ)

Fig. 4.11 shows enlarged single point measurement together with numerical data
extracted from the Data table tab.
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Fig. 4.11 Single point measurement data

Controls for zooming and panning the plot are shown in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4 Plot control commands

Operation
Zoom to window
Zoom in / out
Zoom axis

Mouse

Tablet

middle button click and drag

/

mouse wheel

two fingers spread / pinch

mouse wheel (cursor at axis title)

two fingers spread / pinch at
axis title

Zoom default

double middle button click

/

Pan

right button click and drag

drag

Icon
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4.4.2. Data table
The Data table tab consists of the two tables, containing data of the single point and
spectrum measurements, as shown in Fig. 4.12.

Fig. 4.12 Data tables

The Single point measurement table contains impedance modulus data of the
repetitive measurements done at the frequency 0.1 Hz. Below this table, the mean log
and standard deviation log are shown. Spectrum measurement table contains
frequency, impedance modulus, phase angle and tan(δ).
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4.5. Measurements management
All measurements in active session are shown in the Measurements list panel, as
shown in Fig. 4.13.

Fig. 4.13 Measurements list

Measurements list panel supports measurement selection, deletion and turning
associated graphs on or off.
To select the measurement, click at the measurement name. Selected
measurement settings will be automatically loaded into the Measurement settings
panel, and corresponding data will be loaded into the data tables. The data of the last
measurement clicked will be shown in the tables.
Clicking onto the colored rectangle left of the measurement name will also select
the measurement and turned the associated graphs off or back on.
Clicking at

icon will open the dialogue notifying a user that the corresponding

measurement will be deleted and asking for confirmation.
Warning: Corresponding measurement data file will also be deleted. Deleted
measurement cannot be restored unless the data backup exists.
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APPENDIX A – High impedance dummy cells
In this appendix, for the provided high impedance dummy cells a schematic and
theoretical frequency responses are shown:
Schematic:

Components value and tolerance:
R1

R2

R3

R4

R5+R6

R7

R8

50 GΩ±25%

1 GΩ±5%

10 GΩ±25%

1 GΩ±5%

200 MΩ±5%

100 MΩ±5%

100 MΩ±5%

0..-1000ppm/°C

0..-2000ppm/°C

0..-2000ppm/°C

0..-2000ppm/°C

±300ppm/°C

±300ppm/°C

±300ppm/°C

All capacitors have ±1% tolerance and 50 V nominal voltage.
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Cell 1
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Cell 2
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Cell 3
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Cell 4
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